
                                                                 

 

 

Job Title   Email / CRM Marketing Executive 

Reporting to   Head of Retention & Acquisition 

Job Type   Permanent 

Salary    Competitive 

Location   London (NW1), but we’re open to remote working 

Working Hours  8:45am – 5:30pm (typical hours) 

 
House of Baukjen creates timeless, carefully crafted clothes that empower women but we 

do this with a very clear purpose. We put people and the planet at the heart of everything 

that we do, driving lasting positive change in the fashion industry with sustainable practices 

and an ethical supply chain. We are leaders in the sector and also the highest scoring 

fashion B Corp in the UK, second highest in Europe. 

Benefits include: 

• Generous staff discount 

• Employee support helpline 

• Cycle to work scheme 

• Friends & family discount scheme 

• Breakfast, snacks and hot drinks provided 
 
We have an exciting opportunity for an Email / CRM Marketing Executive to join our 

Marketing Team. The Email / CRM Marketing Executive will be responsible for end to end 

management of all broadcast email marketing campaigns, as well as working closely with 

the Head of Retention & Acquisition on the development and execution of our automation 

campaigns. The Email / CRM Marketing Executive will help drive new and repeat customers 

within one of the world’s most ethical and sustainable fashion companies. The company is 

currently growing very rapidly, with international expansion on the horizon, and we need 

someone who is excited by this and eager to help us achieve our ambitious plans. 

The ideal candidate will be hardworking, pro-active, driven and customer focused. We are 

looking for someone who thrives when working under pressure while still maintaining 

accuracy and impeccable attention to detail. You’ll be a real self-starter with a passion for 

email marketing and sustainable fashion, motivated by our purpose; to put people and the 

planet first and to radically change the fashion industry for good. 

If you are interested in joining our passionate team, we would love to hear from you. 



 

 

Summary of Key Activities: 
 

• Responsible for implementing the email marketing calendar; end to end 

management of email marketing campaigns – managing multiple campaigns at once 

– ensuring key company KPI’s are delivered on time 

• Working collaboratively with the Art, Merchandising and Marketing Teams to ensure 

all communications are on-brand, accurate, relevant, and timely 

• Produce compelling, best practice emails, constantly driving for improvements and 

testing for optimum results 

• Planning, set up, development and maintenance of lifecycle email programmes 

• Design, creation and deployment of email marketing campaigns within the Ometria 

marketing tool 

• Production of HTML email newsletters for affiliate audiences 

• Provide recommendations for new and existing campaigns 

• Create A/B tests for campaign optimisation  

• Trouble-shooting any deliverability or other email challenges and provide solutions 

to email marketing queries 

• Co-ordination of on-site creative (homepage and category banners, etc.) to support 

the campaign plan 

• Involvement in product launch testing 

• Identify opportunities to improve customer lifetime value and email performance 

• Analyse and report on the email channel through key KPIs; open rate, click rate, 

conversion, unsubscribe, demand, tracking key metrics whilst flagging any trends or 

performance issues 

• Reviewing of campaign performance and reporting on results to key stakeholders 

with actionable insights 

• Managing the relationship with the ESP for day-to-day issues and new functionalities 

• Competitor research and monitoring trends 

• Ad hoc projects relating to ecommerce, CRM and marketing 

• Assisting the development of segmentation strategies to ensure campaigns are 

suitably targeted to maximise email open rates and conversion 

 
 
Experience and technical skills 

• 1-3 years experience in email marketing and working with campaign management 

tools 

• Extremely organised and diligent with a capacity to work on multiple projects and 

campaigns at the same time 



• Exceptional time management skills; ability to prioritise and manage workload 

• Good working knowledge of Excel, Word and Powerpoint 

• Full appreciation of CRM and email marketing as part of the wider marketing mix 

• Experience in HTML including Inline CSS and media queries (desirable) 

• Experience using a marketing automation tool  

• An ability to perform under pressure 

• Accuracy and attention to detail 

• Comfortable reading data and turning data into actions 

• Self-motivated and enthusiastic approach to work who excels in challenging 

environments; a problem solver with lots of initiative 

• Actively keeps up to date, researching and reporting on new trends and best practice 

within sustainable fashion and CRM/email marketing 

• Excellent verbal and written communication skills  

 

Please send CV and cover letter through to opportunities@houseofbaukjen.com 
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